Welcome. Thanks for coming!
A Task Force of local representatives has been exploring
alternative approaches to marketing and promoting Silver
Star, and they have identified a recommended model.

There are 7 stations around the room.
Please start at #1 and move in order to #7 to learn more
about the Task Force process and the recommended model.

1. What We’ve Heard So Far

Input received and
responses to date

2. Current Situation

Today’s challenges and
opportunities

3. Process Overview

A look at how the Task
Force’s work has unfolded

4. Alternative Models

Models evaluated and
criteria used

5. Recommended Model

What, why, how and who

6. Approval Process

Next steps in the process

7. Tell us what you think

Take the survey and tell
others!
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What We’ve Heard So Far
In response to the input received thus far, the Task Force has proposed a
number of major changes to the draft Silver Star Resort Association Bylaw or
has responded to and clarified information as necessary.
INPUT RECEIVED: Concern has been
expressed that properties without a RAM
Rent Charge Agreement on title should
not be charged a member assessment.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing to amend the bylaws by
deleting the member assessment for a
non-renting residential property whether
or not the property has a RAM Rent
Charge Agreement on title. The Task Force
is not proposing a change to the member
assessment for residential properties that
offer their property for rent whether or
not the property has a RAM Rent Charge
Agreement on title. The Task Force
believes that a residential property being
offered for rent is clearly benefiting from
the Silver Star brand, marketing, sales and
events.
INPUT RECEIVED: Concern has been
expressed that a developing lot should
not be charged a member assessment.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing to amend the bylaws by
deleting the member assessment for a
developing lot.

INPUT RECEIVED: The draft bylaw
allows the Board of Directors, with the
agreement of the Mountain Operator,
to change the assessments payable by
members.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing to limit the ability of the
Board of Directors to increase
assessments to the change in the British
Columbia Consumer Price Index (annual
average change for all items) plus 2
points without the approval of the
membership. The requirement for the
agreement of the Mountain Operator is
proposed to be deleted.
INPUT RECEIVED: If a homeowner is
operating multiple home-based
businesses from their residential
home, they would be assessed for each
business.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing to amend the bylaws to limit
the assessment to one home-based
business regardless of how many
operate from the home.
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What We’ve Heard So Far (Continued)
INPUT RECEIVED: The draft bylaw
provides that the initial Mountain
Operator’s assessment is the lessor of
25% of the total membership
assessments or $200K.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing (and the Mountain Operator
has agreed) that the Mountain
Operator’s assessment would not
exceed 25% of the total membership
assessment but shall not be less than
$200K.
INPUT RECEIVED: The draft bylaw
provides the Board of Directors with
the authority to designate different
classes of membership for existing
members and to create new classes of
membership.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing that changes to the class of
membership or the creation of new
classes of membership would require
the approval of the membership by a
special resolution.
INPUT RECEIVED: The Board of
Directors could add a function that is
consistent with the Constitution but
not included within the preliminary
budget, without approval of the
membership.

PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing that the addition of a function
(beyond marketing, sales,
communication, research, event planning
and execution and advocating for the
resort community) would require the
approval of the membership by a special
resolution.
INPUT RECEIVED: The draft bylaw does
not restrict borrowing by the Board of
Directors.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing to limit the borrowing
authority of the Board of Directors to
$250K (excluding borrowing for cash flow
purposes), beyond which the approval of
the membership would be required by a
special resolution. The Task Force is also
proposing that the borrowing sections of
the bylaws be re-written to be more
restrictive.
INPUT RECEIVED: Concern has been
expressed about the conflict of interest
provisions.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The conflict of
interest provisions under the new
Societies Act have changed. This section
of the draft bylaws will be revised to
meet the new provisions.
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What We’ve Heard So Far (Continued)
INPUT RECEIVED: The RDNO Area ‘C’
director has advised that it would be
inappropriate for any member of local
government to sit on the proposed
resort association Board and has asked
that any reference to RDNO Board
membership (appointment) be
removed.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing to remove the RDNO Board
appointment and replace it with a
second director At Large.
INPUT RECEIVED: Concern has been
expressed that the definition in the
draft bylaw for ‘carrying on a business’
is too broad.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing to tighten the definition by
limiting it to services provided to the
Silver Star resort community.
INPUT RECEIVED: The proposed resort
association member assessment will be
in addition to the existing RAM fee.
RESPONSE: The resort association
member assessment would replace the
RAM fee.

INPUT RECEIVED: It has been suggested
that the title ‘President’ might not be
appropriate for the senior staff position.
PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
proposing more flexibility in the title of
the senior staff position by amending the
bylaws to provide that the Board may
select and employ an officer known as
the ‘President’ or other title as
determined by the Board from time-totime.
INPUT RECEIVED: The Task Force should
be very clear about the approval
process.
RESPONSE: The overall approval process
for the creation of a resort association is
outlined in the Newsletter. The Task
Force is preparing an information
handout on the property owner petition
process, which will be available by Open
House No. 2 on February 8.

INPUT RECEIVED: A Business
Improvement Area (BIA) would resolve
the RAM issues and the proposed
tourism association isn’t necessary.
RESPONSE: A BIA is limited to Class 5 and
Class 6 properties and would not apply
to strata hotels and other properties
classified as Class I properties.
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What We’ve Heard So Far (Continued)
INPUT RECEIVED: Would like to know
the pros and cons of becoming a
Resort Municipality. The Task Force
has not covered this option.
RESPONSE: Reviewing the merits of a
becoming a Resort Municipality was
beyond the scope of the Task Force. A
Resort Municipality is a form of local
government. The primary scope of the
Task Force was to review options for
marketing the resort. Both Whistler
and Sun Peaks are resort municipalities
and each has a resort association with
responsibility to promote and market
their respective resort communities.
The Sun Peaks Resort Association was
in place for many years before the Sun
Peaks Mountain Resort Municipality
was created.
INPUT RECEIVED: The Mountain
Operator would have veto power.
RESPONSE: The Mountain Operator
would have 2 of 11 votes on the Board
of Directors.

INPUT RECEIVED: The draft bylaw
provides that when a poll of the
membership is being taken, an Owner
who owns more than one Resort Lot
would have one vote for each Resort
Lot owned.

PROPOSED CHANGE: The Task Force is
reviewing this provision in the draft
bylaw and will present its response or
the proposed change at Open House 2
on February 8th.
INPUT RECEIVED: The Silver Star
Resort Association would be able to
collect member assessments through
property taxes.
RESPONSE: The Silver Resort
Association would not have the
legislative authority to collect member
assessment through the property tax
process.
INPUT RECEIVED: The Resort
Associations’ Act is designed for rural
areas and developing resort areas,
and not an established resort like
Silver Star.
RESPONSE: The Resort Associations Act
is for both established and emerging
resort communities. The model is
used by two of the most successful
resorts in the Province (Whistler and
Sun Peaks).
INPUT RECEIVED: Homeowners do not
have a proportionate vote in deciding
who should sit on the board.
RESPONSE: What is proposed is
consistent with other resort
associations AND homeowners could
potentially fill at least 4 of the 8
elected positions on the board.
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What We’ve Heard So Far (Continued)
INPUT RECEIVED: The Mountain
Operator’s assessment is capped and
is the greatest beneficiary, while the
homeowner’s assessments are not
capped.
RESPONSE: The Mountain Operator’s
assessment is not capped at $200,000.
It will increase as assessments increase
over time, but will not exceed 25% of
the total assessments received.
INPUT RECEIVED: The Task Force
should be using the provisions of the
Mountain Resort Associations Act and
requiring two-thirds of the owners
having at least one half of the taxable
values with area to vote in favour.
RESPONSE: The Mountain Resort
Associations Act has been replaced by
the Resort Associations Act, which
requires the majority of the property
owners within the Resort Promotion
Area representing at least fifty percent
of assessed value to vote in favour.
INPUT RECEIVED: The preliminary
budget does not include a provision
for an annual financial or compliance
audit.

INPUT RECEIVED: The Task Force was
seeking RDNO approval at the
Committee of the Whole meeting of
July 20, 2016 for the Resort Promotion
Area, Resort Lands and bylaws prior to
going to the public.

RESPONSE: The Task Force was not
seeking any approvals from the RDNO. It
was only seeking preliminary input prior
to a thorough stakeholder engagement
process.
INPUT RECEIVED: Will the Task Force be
appearing before the RDNO in the near
future?
RESPONSE: Yes, the Task Force will be
appearing before a RDNO Committee of
the Whole Meeting on February 22,
2017. The purpose of the meeting is for
the Task Force to share stakeholder
input. The Task Force will not be asking
for any approvals from the RDNO, the
intent is to simply share information.

RESPONSE: The preliminary budget has
been modified to include a provision
for an annual financial or compliance
audit.
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The Current Situation
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The Challenge
 Competition is increasing
 Brand awareness is critical
 Investment and reinvestment in the mountain experience is
critical
 Our competitors are investing in marketing
 Our product has to remain fresh and current
 We are falling behind our year round competitors
 Are we using the ‘right’ model?

The Opportunity
Find the ‘right’ model for the ‘right’ time that allows us to:
 Work together
 Seize opportunities
 Have a collective voice
 Re-invent ourselves
 Invest in our future
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Destination Marketing Organizations
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Successful destinations work together to sell their
destination. They recognize the strategic value in pooling
resources in order to maximize their impact.

DMOs (in different forms) are located throughout BC

Building A Stronger Resort Community
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PROCESS OVERVIEW
Task Force established
Alternative marketing models identified and researched
Task Force evaluates alternative models
Task Force selection of recommended model

Preliminary input from the Province + Regional District
Stakeholder engagement regarding the recommended model
- Open House 1 (this event)

We are here

- Survey online from January 21 to 31
- Open House 2: February 8, 2017 from 6:00-9:00pm
at the National Altitude Training Centre

Stakeholders ARE supportive
Property owner petition
Regional and Provincial
approval

Stakeholders NOT supportive
Back to the drawing board

Building A Stronger Resort Community
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Evaluation of the Alternative Models
1.

Resort Area Management Fee (existing)

2.

Business Improvement Area

3.

Regional District Service

4.

Resort Association

Key steps in the evaluation process
 Guiding principles developed
 Presentations/discussions to inform the Task Force
 Tourism Sun Peaks – Resort Associations
 Regional District – Regional District Service

 Evaluation criteria developed
 Evaluation conducted by Task Force using guiding principles and evaluation criteria
 Selection of recommended model
 Revisions to the model based on input received from stakeholders to date

Evaluation Using 5 Guiding Principles
Fair and
Equitable

Value for
Money

Engaged
Decision
Making

Resort Area
Management
Fee

X



X

X



Business
Improvement
Area











Regional Service
Area











Resort
Association











Local
Autonomy

Ease of
Implementation

The check-marks/colours represent the relative score each model received for each principle.
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Evaluation of the Alternative Models
EVALUATION
CRITERIA
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BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT AREA

RESORT ASSOCIATION

REGIONAL DISTRICT SERVICE

√

√

Flexible – could include a not-forprofit

NOT-FOR-PROFIT
SOCIETY
SCOPE

< Than a Resort Association (but
still significant) – generally
financing marketing and
promotional programs and/or
improving, beautifying or
maintaining common areas for the
benefit of the specified area

> Than a BIA – generally promoting,
facilitating and encouraging the
development, maintenance and operation
of the resort

Significant flexibility to define the
services to be provided

RELATIONSHIP WITH
THE RDNO

> Requires RDNO approval to
create BIA (BIA establishment
bylaw) and annual budget approval

< Requires RDNO approval of the ‘Resort
Promotion Area’, initial bylaws and any
changes to the bylaws. Otherwise
operates independently

> Requires RDNO approval (and
approval of the Inspector of
Municipalities) to create the
service (service establishment
bylaw), annual budget approval,
five year agreement renewal, and
possibly confirmation of nonprofit board of directors if
operated by non-profit

LOCAL AUTONOMY

< Than a Resort Association

> Significant autonomy - much greater
than a Business Improvement Area

Maybe less than a BIA depending
on the structure, but less than a
Resort Association

SECTORAL BOARD
REPRESENTATION

Representation outlined in bylaws
and generally reflects the business
community contributing to the BIA

Representation outlined in bylaws and
generally reflects the different stakeholder
groups on designated ‘resort lands’

Can likely be designed to reflect
stakeholder groups

ENGAGED DECISION
MAKING

Significant

Significant

Could be significant depending on
the structure

RESTRICTED BY
PROPERTY TAX CLASS

Yes – limited to Class 5 (Industrial)
and Class 6 (Business)

No – applies to all properties designated
as ‘resort lands’

No – can apply to all property
classes

ASSESSMENT DESIGN
FLEXIBILITY

Generally limited to a parcel tax
and/or a parcel valuation tax but
flexibility maybe available

Flexible – outlined in bylaws

Generally limited to a parcel tax
and/or a parcel valuation tax but
flexibility maybe available

ASSESSMENT
COLLECTION

Levies are collected through the
local government taxation system

Resort Association levies and collects fees

Levies are collected through the
local government taxation system

COLLECTION OF
UNPAID ASSESSMENTS

Treated as an unpaid property tax
and collected through tax payment
processes

Added as a charge in priority against the
land

Treated as an unpaid property tax
and collected through tax
payment processes

ADMINISTRATION
COSTS

Depends on the range of services
provide – but slightly less than a
Resort Association due to the RDNO
collecting assessments

Depends on the range of services provided
– but slightly more than a BIA due to the
collection of assessments

Depends on the range of services
provided

FAIRNESS AND EQUITY

All properties within the specified
area are assessed in accordance
with the bylaw

All properties on designated ‘resort lands’
are assessed in accordance with the
bylaws

All properties within the service
area would be assessed in
accordance with the assessment
model

At least one-half of the property owners in
the ‘resort promotion area’, having at least
one-half of assessed value, must support
the creation of the Resort Association
through a property owner petition

Either a property owner petition
(like a resort association) or
assent of electors (referendum) in
the service area

EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT Either a property owner petition
(like a resort association) or assent
of electors (referendum) in service
area
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The Recommended Model:
Silver Star Resort Association
Creation of a Resort
Association, which
is:
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The proposed ‘Resort Promotion Area’ = the
current Silver Star Controlled Recreation Area

 Accountable to its
members
 Responsible for
funding and
administering
marketing and
sales programs,
research,
communication,
special event
planning and
execution and
advocating on
behalf of the
resort community
 Not directly
involved with the
operation of the
Ski Resort or in
the delivery of
services like fire
protection

Building A Stronger Resort Community
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The Value Proposition

Maintain and Enhance the
Experience for All
Enhance Resort
Community Vibrancy

Increased Resort Visitation

Increase
Brand
Awareness

Increase
Resort
Visitation

Advocate on
behalf of the
resort
community

Enhance Property and
Business Values
Improve Business and
Accommodation Success

Enhance
Marketing
+ Sales

Core Purpose

Benefits

• Maintain and Enhance the Silver Star Experience – Strong visitor numbers
will enable continued investment in the Silver Star experience, amenities
and infrastructure, including trails/runs, facilities and programs for the
enjoyment of both residents and visitors alike.
• Enhance Resort Community Vibrancy – Visitors help create the critical mass
of people needed to keep programs viable and the resort community feeling
lively and fun.
• Enhance Property and Business Values – A stronger local economy and
more vibrant resort will help enhance and/or protect property and business
values for the whole resort community.
• Improve Business and Accommodation Success – Residents and visitors
benefit from the amenities, products and services that are made locally
available.

Building A Stronger Resort Community
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Additional Benefits
• Provides a collective voice for the resort community
• Provides access to incremental funding opportunities like the
Hotel Tax (Municipal and Regional District Tax), Tourism Co-op
Programs (Provincial and Regional), Government
Grant/Support Programs and Partnerships with local
businesses
• These types of funds have benefited other resort communities
through the development and/or enhancement of festivals,
events, village services, trail development, village shuttle
services and many other useful initiatives
• Enables engaged decision-making by all members of the resort
community
• Provides a lobby group that can advocate on behalf of the
resort community with regional, provincial and federal
governments
• Provides an added ‘voice’ in support of resort community
amenities and services

Building A Stronger Resort Community

Association Membership
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Membership
• Owners of Resort Lots within designated ‘Resort Lands’
• Silver Star Mountain Operator

Others who may apply to become a member
• Owners of land, whose land is within the Resort Promotion
Area, but not specified as Resort Land
• Non-Resident Business Owners
• Occupier of a Resort Lot
• Agents of owners of Resort Lots

Building A Stronger Resort Community

Resort Lands
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The proposed ‘Resort Lands’ mirrors the area
defined in the Silver Star Official Community Plan

Building A Stronger Resort Community

Resort Lands
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The proposed ‘Resort Lands’ mirrors the area
defined in the Silver Star Official Community Plan
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Proposed Board of Directors
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Eleven directors with sector
representation
Residential

1

Residential Lodging

2

At Large

2

Hotel Lodging

2

Commercial/Tenant/Independent
Operator
Single Owner Hotel Lodging

1

Silver Star Mountain Resort

2

1

Board Election/Appointment Process
• Sectors elect their respective directors
• Directors At Large elected by the whole membership
• Silver Star Mountain Resort would appoint their two
directors

Building A Stronger Resort Community
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Proposed Structure + Preliminary Budget
REVENUE

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

Member
Assessments

Administration
Marketing + Sales
Events
Partnerships

Hotel Tax*
Co-op Programs
Investments

MARKETING
+ SALES SPECIALIST

WEB/
COMMUNICATION
SPECIALIST

Total

Marketing

Web Management

Sales

Communications/Social
Media

Co-op Programs

Other

Administration

$750,000.00
150,000.00
25,000.00
100.00
45,500.00
$970,600.00

EXPENDITURES
Staffing
Office

$285,600.00
51,200.00

Marketing

404,400.00

Sales

130,800.00

Co-op Programs

25,000.00

Events

40,750.00

Capital

25,000.00

Total
Surplus

$962,750.00
$7,850.00

*The Hotel Tax (Municipal and Regional District Tax)
is a tax of up to 3% applied to sales of short-term
accommodation and is used to provide funding for
local tourism marketing, programs and projects.

Building A Stronger Resort Community
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Proposed Member Assessments
MEMBER

PROPOSED ANNUAL FEE

Owner of a Residential Lodging Resort Lot (a resort
lot that is offered for rental accommodation to the
public)
Occupier of a Resort Lot (any person who carries on
a business and who exclusively occupies a Resort
Lot by contractual or licensed right)

$750/Lot

An Agent of an Owner of a Resort Lot

Home-based business*
A Non-Resident Business Owner (a person that
carries on business within the Resort Promotion
Area but is not physically located on a Resort Lot)

Owner of a Commercial Resort Lot (a resort lot or
any portion used for any commercial, industrial or
institutional activity other than rental of
accommodation to the public)
Note – When calculating the square footage –
corridors, stairways, kitchen, laundry and utility
rooms, public portions of lobby areas, washrooms,
storage areas and other similar areas shall not be
included

Owner of a Single Owner Hotel Lodging Resort Lot
(a facility in one (1) location which has more than
twenty (20) rooms all owned by the same person or
persons and offered for rent to the public)

Silver Star Mountain Resort

$1,500
Square
Footage

Annual
Assessment

0 – 799

$1,500

800 – 1,399

$3,500

1,400 – 1,999

$4,000

2,000 – 2,499

$5,000

2,500 or more
$6,500
$750/room offered to the public for
rent and a square footage
assessment for buildings and
improvements (based on the
Commercial Resort Lot levy noted
above) with such square foot
assessment excluding the rooms for
which there is the 750/room levy
$200,000 at a minimum, but not
exceeding 25% of the total of all
assessments levied.

*The Task Force is proposing to amend the bylaws to limit the assessment to one home-based business regardless
of how many operate from the home.
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Approval Process

Regional
District

Property
owners

Province
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• Approves the ‘resort promotion area’
• Approves the proposed resort association bylaws

• Support the creation of the resort association
through a valid property owner petition, which must
have the support of the majority of the owners
representing at least one-half of the assessed value
of the parcels within the designated resort lands

• Minister’s Order signed to create Resort Promotion
Area
• Minister’s Order signed that incorporates the Resort
Association for the Resort Promotion Area and
designates Resort Land
• Minister approves the first bylaws of the resort
association

Building A Stronger Resort Community

What do you think?
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Please take the survey to submit input
about the Silver Star Resort Association model.

Take it now on your phone
or grab the ‘Notice’ document
and take it later! goo.gl/8QyZZE

Know others who will
want to provide input?
Give them the Notice and Fact Sheet to provide
them with the information and links to the survey.

Open House 2: Mark your calendar!
February 8, 2017 from 6:00-9:00pm
National Altitude Training Centre
Revisions made to the proposed model based
on the survey results will be presented.

6:00pm
6:30pm
7:45pm
9:00pm

Doors open
Presentation and Q&A
Informal discussion and display review
End
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